Schools Loans Box Contents

Harrow’s History Boxes

Olympics: Ancient and Modern
Amphora of Hercules
Laurel Wreath
Discus
Jumping Weights
Greek Goddess Sculpture
Statue of Discus Thrower
Olympic Horse-Bit
Olympic Torch Tile
Wenlock & Manderville Soft Toys
Manderville Beefeater Snowstorm
London 2012 Football
‘Official Countdown to The London 2012 Games’ Hardback Book
Olympic Broach
Discus Thrower Sculpture
London Snow Scene 2012

Roman
Roman Knucklebones (5)
Key Ring
Torc Bangle
Coins (8)
Strigil (Used with oil to scrape off dirt)
Oil Lamp
Roman Sandals
Roman Helmet
Roman Gladius Sword
Wax Writing Tablets (3)
Mortaria
Roman Baby Feeder
Drinking Cup
Face Pot
Oyster Shells (2)
Spoon
Roof Tile (Original, From Cannons Park)
Floor Tile (Original, From Cannons Park)
6 Pottery Fragments (Original, From Brockley Hill, Harrow)
Saxons
2 Cooking Pots
Runes
Pottery Stamps
Anglo Saxon Coin Se
Wimple Pin
Saxon Helmet (Benty Grange)
Early Anglo-Saxon Cross
Cloak Pin
Staffordshire Hoard
Seahorse Pendant
Miniature Saxon Helmet
Eagle Rune Pendant
Eagle Ring
Small Gem Cross

Tudors
Pewter Goblet and Plate
Trencher (2)
Slipped Ware Plate
Horn Spoon
Tudor Ceramic Cup
Wooden Bowl and Spoon
Leather Tankard
Ceramic Candlestick
Beeswax Candle
Tudor Oil Lamp
Feather Quill Pen, Ink Pot and Sand Shaker
Tudor Hornbook
Fuming Pot
Coins Set (7) Elizabeth
Coin Set (4) Henry VII & Henry VIII (5)
Money Pot
Poor Tudor Cap & Apron, Blouse & Pinafore Dress
Lace Trimmed Bonnet (Rich Tudor)
Shoe Pattern
Bone Needle
Bosun’s Call from Mary Rose
Elizabeth I Armada Commemorative Medal
Stick Sundial
Whip & Top (Tudor Toys)
Streamer on A Stick (Tudor Toys)
5 Jacks & Shaker (Tudor Toys)
3 Slate Writing Tablets
Victorian Home Life
Fly Swat
Thimble
Rolling Pin
Washing Tongs Missing
Curling Tongs
Starched Collar W344
Child’s Potty
Flat Iron (2)
Iron Trivet
Glass Bottle
Hot Water Bottle
Darning Mushroom
Split Pegs (5)
Boot Hook
Victorian Pennies (6)
Manicure Brush
Lace Jam Jar Cover
Wooden Sewing Needle Case
Washing Dolly (External to Box)
Posser (External to Box)
Glass Washboard (External to Box)
Carpet Beater (External to Box)
Hurricane Lamp (Plain Silver)
Bracelet with Heart Shape Lock
Handle for Washing Dolly
Butter Pat

World War II
Gas Mask Bag – (Original)
Gas Mask – (Replica)
Helmet (Gas Company) – (Original)
Wardens Whistle – (Original)
Fire Guard Armband – (Replica)
Rattle – (Replica)
Incendiary Bomb – (Replica)
Fair Isle Pullover – (Replica)
Stockings – (Replica)
National Dried Milk Can (Empty) – (Original)
Powdered Egg Can – (Original)
Rationed Items (Weekly Supply)
Butter (Approx. 50g)
Cheese (Approx. 50g)
Red Meat (Approx. 224g)
Bacon (Approx. 3 Rashers)
White Lard (Approx. 160g)
Egg (One)
Sugar (Approx. 224g)
Tea (Approx. 50g)
British Coin Set – (Original)
Us Army First Aid Kit – (Original)
Poster Pack
Schools in Wartime
Keep Smiling Through – Women in WWII
History of Raf Bentley Priory
Ration Book Recipes
Harrow– Our Community Remembers (Cd)
Ration Book (I) – (Original)
Ration Book (I) – (Replica)
Your Food in Wartime – (Leaflet) – (Original)
A Quick Guide to Your Bread Ration, Powdered Egg Info – (Original)
Identity Cards (2) Plus One Case – (Original)
‘Laughter for Home and Front’
Just Married – Theatre Programme
Evacuation – Why and When
Letter, Label and Notice
Make Do And Mend Book
Dance Frock into Day Dress
Raf Bombing Raids
No Houses to Let & Fundraising
The Illustrated News No. 72

**Transforming Harrow Box**
Victorian telephone (replica)
Victorian camera (replica)
Butter Pats (replica)
Milk Carton – Pinner Park Farm
3 Hamilton’s Brushes (original)
1 Mandap covering 2005.1 1.3
Underground Guide (document)
Broken Clay Pipe (original)
Metal Boot Fitting (original)
Builder’s tools (2 towels), tag and receipt from Woodman’s of Pinner
U.D. Milk bottle – surface fin on dig at Pinner High Street
Stoneware Bottle OEF T5026 I of 3 found at
Schweppes factory site
Kodak Brownie camera TK08.21
Kodak Brownie camera
Photograph: Copy of ‘On the road to the Paddocks’
Photograph: Mr Curl with flock of sheep. Farm was at corner of High Street and Weald
Photograph: fox hunting in Pinner
Photographs: Building Harrow 1920s/30s metroland developments
5 unbacked photos
12 backed photos
London to Birmingham Railway through Harrow (laminated image)
Folder: Harrow Then and Now pack including 5 maps of changes to the town centre (Greenhill) area.

Toys from the past Box (A)
Pecking Chickens – (replica)
Clown shaker – (replica)
Ribbon on stick – (replica)
Diablo & catcher – (replica)
Hoop-la game (4 hoops + base) – (original)
Whip & Top – (original)
Greek Spinning Top – (replica)
Two sticks & Hoop catching game – (replica)
Metal Lawn Mower – (1980’s original)
Jacob’s Ladder – (replica)
Marbles x 28 – (original)
Metal Spinning Top – (original)
Rubix Cube – (1980’s original)
Jigsaw – (original)
Push along Ship – (original)
Victorian Cutouts for Scapbooks – (replica)
Egg Box 6 story books (German) – (original)
Story Book – (original)
Bats and cotton ball – (replica)
Russian bricks – (original)
Snakes & Ladder Board, counters, disc
& cup
Roman pull along Horse – (replica)
View Finder Scotland

**Toys from the past Box (B)**
1980’s typewriter – (original)
Victorian cut outs (2) – (replica)
Ribbons on stick – (Tudor replica)
Victorian music box – (replica)
Spinning top – (Greek replica)
Tractor – (original)
Two Juggling batons – (original)
Whip & Top – (replica)
Saucepans with lids (3) – (original)
Colander – (original)
Toy pull along Horse – (Roman replica)
View Master with Scotland Slide – (original)
Name’s the Same – Game – (original)
Railway Riot – Game – (original)
House Hunting – Game – (original)
Tuck’s Zag Zaw picture puzzle – (original)
Clockwork train, tender, wagon and 4 circular rails – (1930’s-40’s original)
Tinplate railway station – (1930’s-40’s original)
Top with string – (replica)
Wooden Car – (replica)
Curtain – (Original)
Cup and Ball

**Learning Through the Ages**
Tudor Hornbook
Quill pens (4)
Victorian Slates (6) and Pencils (6)
Victorian Pens (original) (2)
Tudor link well and pounce pot
Finger Stocks
Victorian inkwell (2)
Victorian inkwell (original)
Victorian Copy Books (7)
Victorian School Day Book with 12 page Resource Folder (2)
**History Topic Boxes**

**Ancient Egypt**
Bastet Cat Figure
Canopic Jar Tops (4)
Embalming Set (4 Figures) + Postcard
Hieroglyphic Alphabet Slab
Scarab Black
Scarab, Winged
Scarab Beetles (5)
Tutankahun Cartouche
‘Pictures on Papyrus’ Poster Pack (12 A4 Images + Notes)
‘British Museum Pack (Helpful Notes for Teachers)
‘Ancient Egypt’ British Museum Colouring Book
British Museum ‘Nebamun Goes Hunting’ (Poster/Notes on Back)
Decorated Papyrus Segments X 3 (Fragile)
Photo’ Pack: Valley of The Kings (17 A4 Colour Photos)
Photo’ Pack: Luxor & Valley of The Queens (20 A4 Colour)
Poster – Ancient Egyptian ABC
Booklet Ancient Egyptian Royalty
Book – Ancient Egyptians
Postcard Booklet
Egyptian Figure
Sphinx
Scarab Necklace

**Ancient Greece**
Athenian Helmet Model (2)
Coins Set (12) + Notes
Corinthian Amphora – With Picture of Harpy (2)
Discus Thrower Figure
Oil Lamp (One Large One Small)
Athenian Owl Figure (2)
Theatrical Masks (4 - Dionyssos & Epidaurus) + Notes
2 Spinning Tops
Pair of Sandals (Replica)

**Vikings**
Bone Needles (3) + Notes
Cooking Pot + Notes
Coins Set (2)
Disc Pendant
Trefliget Brooch
Spouted Pitcher
Thor’s Hammer Pendant
Viking Wheel Pendant + Notes
Viking Figure (Small)
Wood Bowl + Notes
Vikings Activity Book (2)
Book: ‘Who Were the Vikings?’ (Usborne Starting Point History / English Heritage)
Book: ‘The Vikings’ (G L Proctor, Then and Their Series)
Book: ‘The Time Traveler Book of Viking Raiders’ (Usborne)
‘The Viking’ Jackdaw Pack No. 133

Aztecs
Aztecs Activity Book
Calendar Stone + Notes
Huehuetotl (Fire God) Pot + Notes
Tizocotolotl (Fertility Goddess) Figure
Triple Death Mask (Repaired)
Warrior with Headdress Figure
Ocharina (Wind Instrument)

Medieval Realms
Anointing Spoon + Notes
Bayeux Tapestry Facsimile
Bracelet + Notes
Coins Set (4) – Henry VI
Coins Set (2) – Plantagenets, Richard I & Richard II + Notes
Coins Set (2) – William I & Eustace + Notes
Ewenni Love Ring + Notes
Magna Carta Facsimile + Translation Notes
Magna Carta Pack – Jackdaw Pack No. 3
‘Pee’ Pot
Pilgrim’s Water Bottle
(Has Been Broken and Is Now Very Fragile)
Thimble (Ring-Type) + Notes
Key, Bronze + Notes
Pelican Brooch
Knights Spurs (Making History Series, ‘Shining Spurs’ Card)
Richard II Crown (Making History Series, ‘Crown’ Card)
Book: ‘Medieval Realms’ (Ros Adams, Causeway Press)
**Victorian Childhood**
Climbing Sailor
Cup & Ball
Mechanical Clowns
Pecking Hens
Slate (2)
Clarke Tin Whistle + Fingering Charts & Music Sheets
Top & Whip + Notes
Traditional Marble Games (Bag Of 24 Marbles + Arched Board + Book ‘All About Marbles & 20 Games to Play’)
Diabola & String
Vere Foster’s Copy Book (3)
Mini Dominos
Bead Puzzle – Jumping Frog Toy
Game – Score Ball
Adams Family Photo Pack
Book of Six Victorian & Edwardian Board Games – Counters in Small Box
Wooden Spade
Metal Bucket
Flipping Fishes